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TECNOFORM HEAD WAY
for a youthful and dynamic

FIBER PASTAS-fibrous modelling paste
Textured effect, estate, volume for the most bizarre styles. Extra hold strong but flexible.
Jar of 150 ml.
BRILLIANCE bright WAX-wax
Mirror effect for dry and sensitized hair short/medium, suitable for modelling.
Jar of 100 ml.
LIGHT water soluble WAX-modeling wax
Natural definition to create, define, Polish naturally all hair types.
Jar of 125 ml.
HARD WAX-soluble modelling wax
High definition plastic and flexible look. Fixing creates and polishes, for all hair types.
Jar of 125 ml.
MATT PASTE-paste matte effect
Extreme look, natural textures, textured effects or unkempt. Firm yet flexible.
Jar of 125 ml.
COMPACT compact WAX-modeling wax
For a bright and shining, shape, discipline and control unruly hair, even buckets, big and
rough.
Jar of 125 ml.
HAIR POMADE-soluble ointment medium hold
Creamy ointment, water soluble combing her hair with ease. Gives flexibility and shine
styling you want. The estate is average and is easily removed by washing.
Jar of 125 ml.
EXTRA STRONG GEL
extreme seal and long life
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Extra strong gel extreme grip, ideal for a straight and to create particular movements or
define shorter cuts. Contains a UV Sun filter.
200 ml tube.
SPLASH WAX-wax spray
Contrast effect, definition, shine, all to define and separate the strands with luminous effect
and structured.
200 ml bottle with dispenser.
ENERGY MOUSSE-wet look gel mousse
Shaping foam with a high power conditioner. Gives shine and softness.
300 ml bottle with dispenser.
LISS MOUSSE-extra liss brushing
Smooth effect for fine hair, frizzy hair without weighing it down. Gives a natural hold bright,
detangles and polishes.
200 ml bottle with dispenser.
CURL MOUSSE-extra curl curl effect
Foam indispensable to invigorate the curls both natural and permanent. Controls and
defines curls by creating natural movements.
200 ml bottle with dispenser.
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